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1 The complexity of process-based integration of
application systems

Integration engineering [1] is a sub discipline of software engineering which aims
at the development and management of integrated business information systems.
This includes the development of integratable sub systems as well as the devel-
opment of integration solutions, e.g. by composing existing systems. One specific
focus is the process-based integration of application systems expressed by work-
flow languages such as WS-BPEL or YAWL [2]. A common starting point for this
type of integration are high-level process descriptions, e.g. based on languages
such as EPC or UML AD, from that executable process models are derived.

Even comparatively simple business processes lead to complex workflow mod-
els. They are repetitive according to concerns such as error handling, logging and
event signaling. The complexity of integration process models decreases their
maintainability and adaptability.

2 Application of model-driven approaches and techniques

Model-driven approaches, such as MDE [3], MDSD [4] and GSD [5], are promis-
ing in tackling the complexity and inflexibility of current process-based integra-
tion. They propose formal problem descriptions in terms of (domain-specific)
models and the usage of model operations that operate on these models to auto-
mate common development tasks. The application of a model-driven approach in
a specific domain requires the definition of a domain architecture which includes
modeling languages, generators, transformators and platform specifications.

Aim of our work is to develop a domain architecture to support and to au-
tomate common development tasks in the area of process-based integration of
application systems. This architecture applies abstraction mechanisms to ex-
ecutable process languages according to aspects (e.g. error-handling, logging,
monitoring) and patterns (e.g. workflow patterns, distributed communication
patterns, data-flow patterns) expressed in domain-specific modeling languages.
Furthermore it provides transformational mappings to workflow engines and
model operations such as comparison, evolution, metrication and validation.

The development of such an architecture arises several questions according to
modeling aspects and model operations that require domain-specific solutions.
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– How can complexity reduction mechanisms, such as abstraction or separa-
tion of concerns, be applied to develop domain-specific process modeling
languages?

– What methods and techniques can be applied to map high-level business pro-
cess models to executable workflow models? Which refinement and weaving
approaches should be applied? What kinds of model-to-model and model-
to-text transformations have to be combined?

– What mechanisms can be applied to manage manual refinements of integra-
tion process models in incremental and iterative development cycles?

– How should dynamic aspects in models be validated across different abstrac-
tion layers? How should model evolutions be organized in this area? How
can delta models of process models be exploited?

– How should the project-spanning domain engineering process and its inter-
connections to integration projects be organized?

To be applicable in different business domains the architecture is delivered as
a framework, i.e. its artifacts are defined in an extendable manner. The usability
(including its extensibility) of the domain architecture should be evaluated in two
different business domains (e-government, e-commerce) and should be compared
to other approaches provided by generic BPM tools, e.g. the ARIS SOA Architect
[6].

This work represents work in progress. Some results are available in [7, 8].
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